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-Awards dinner held
By PENNY THERRELL

Distribution of the 1980 TATLER began last Thursday. Students who hare not yet picked up their
Cvpy may do so today through Thursday from 10-11 a.m., 6-7 p.m., or 8-9 p.m. The price of
unreserved TATLERS is $7.00. (Photo by Tim Kartis)
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The Annual Wlnthrop
College Honors and Awards
dinner was held Wednesday,
April 23, in McBryde Cafeteria with over two hundred
In attendance.
One hundred and twenty
seven students were recognized for outstanding scholastic achievement and service to
Wlnthrop College.
A Presidential citation was
awarded to Joyce Elaine Flyler for service above and beyond the call of duty in her
work with the Model U.N.
Plyler is from Monroe, N.C.
James C. Williamson of
HattsvlIIe, S.C. was pn>sented
with the Algeman Sydney

WINTHROP COLLEGE, ROCK HILL, S. C.

Sullivan Award. This award is
the hifhett honor given to a
gradua Jng male who displays
outstanding character and
achievement.
The Mary Mildred Sullivan
Award is given to the female
in the graduating class who
has displayed the highest
scholastic achievement and
shows the most future promise. This year the award
went to Julia Marie Gilbert
of Greenville, S.C.
The dinner also featured a
lively concert presented by
the Wintbrop Jazz Ensemble,
and a speech by Edmund
Lewandowski, the 1979 distinguished professor of the
year.
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Students oppose attendance policy
By TIM HARTIS
Results of a student and
faculty opinion survey released
April 21, show that 69% of .the
students i t Wlnthrop oppose the
mandatory attendance policy
that will go into effect this
fall.
Faculty members also voted
as expected with 81% saying
the policy is a necessary part of
the education process.
The spring semester survey
was conducted over a fourmonth period by Professor
Iheanyl Achunha'i marketing
class. It invoivsu 408 upper
and lower cla*;men aiong with
42 faculty members.
The purpose of the study
was to determine the attitudes
of the students and faculty on
the proposed attendance policy.
"This is a decision that concerns the lives of the students,"
said iheany> Achumba, professor
of marketing. "I feel that they
should have some sort of
involvement in the decision."
The results corresponded
with the survey hypothesis
which said students- would not
agree with the policy' while
faculty would uvur it. The
students' classifications and
grade point ratios were found to
have no bearing on their
answers.
The rurvey results also show
that 39% of the student respondents tiel the new policy will be
good foi fteshmen.
When asked if the students'
grades should be affected by
attendance, 76% of all students
responded negatively. The faculty felt differently, with 57%
saying the students' attendance
record should nave an impact on
the student's final grade.
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News briefs
Pbonatbon results
The final tally for the 1979-80 Alumni Annual Fund
Phonathon indicates that $5,242.50 waa raised during the
project h i d February 18-21, 25-26, according to Jean
Appleby, Alumni Associate Director.
Delta Zeta Sorority ralaed $1,829, the largest amount
by the student po'ips participating. ThU organization
will receive a plaque from the Alumni Association and each
member will receive a certificate In appreciation for its
efforts. Members of Alpha Delta Pi, Heritage CJub, Pi
Kappa IU, Sigma Sigma Sigma, who alio participated In
the Phonatbon. . 3 also receive certificates of appreciation.
"IWs year's PhonatVro was the first ever for us whore
all calls were made from Rock HH and we feel that the
figures indicate a good response from alumni," Appleby
said. "We enjoyed and appreciate the help which each
student organization gave us. The competition among the
groups was friendly and was designed to- keep the spirit
going and to give goals to work toward. We look forward
to working with each of these groups as well as other
student organbatlons on other projects in the future."

Management program
The Wlnthrop College School of Business Administration will sponsor a program designed to improve the
management skills of Springs Mills supervisory personnel
April 29, 30 and May 1 from 8:45 a j n . to 4:30 pjn. hi
Joynes Center for Continuing Education.
The program will be human relations-oriented and
Include stolons in creativity management, motivation,
effective communication, decision-making and winning
employe* loyalty and support.
The coordinator for the three-day event is Gay Randolph, instructor of business administration. The instructor! will be Ernest Archer, Robert Kline, Don Myera.
Gerald P^.-Uy, all of the School of Business Administration, and fm*.' Bernard of the U.S. Postal Service in
Charlotte.
For further information, call the Joynes Center for
Continuing Education, (80S) 323-2196.

WC participates
in Sp edal;Qlympics
*

By DEBBIE WELLS
The fifth annual Special
Olympics waa held at Northwestern
High School on
Friday, April 18, according to
Pete Pepin sky of the Public
Affairs Office.
"This was a fantastic year,
said Pepinsky, who cited Jack
Tarleton and Tom Duncan of
the Humnn Development Center « this year's coordinators.
"This was the fifth year of
the Special Olympics, and the
number of participants has increased annually. Ninety petcent of the people who helped
were Wlnthrop students, and
we're very proud of them!"

in 9itm
«unt i nit.
lo
Pepinsky -id'; that Special
Olympics encompassed South
Carolina area'elevto"
schools,
York, Chester,;-'«M' Lancaster
counties, and volunteer groups
from all three giving of their
time to make it a success.
Bonnie Russell, a sophomore
at Winthrop, said that she and
other P i . majors were contacted earlier In the year about
Special Olympics. "People from
the Humin Development Center
came to the P.E. majors and
asked us to help out. I thought
it would be a lot of fun, so I
signed up. I never dreamed of
what an experience it would be.
Everyone was laughing anc
having a great time. I was very

Art department
Two paintings were stolen
from the art department on
the Wlnthrop campus during the
week of April 7th, according
to David Freeman, associate
professor of art.
Tha realistic paintings, an
lntoi'jr scene of a bed by
Maureen Boyer, and an exterior
scene of buildings by Georgia
Funderburke, were discovered
missing by accident.
Hie paintings were open In
the neks of the department

excited, and at time* i even had
goose bumps! I think we all
learned from this experience."
Approximately 650 handicapped persons participated in
the events, and the winners
will compete in th» State Olympics in early May.
Special Olympics Included
the standing broad Jump, softball throw, fifty-meter dash,
and 200-meter dash. Each year
Camp ARC Council sponsors
Special Olymp'cs hers in Rock
Hill.
Bonnie Russell, still excited
about the activities, said,
' Special Olympics was a lot of
fun, and everyone was a
winner!"

reports thefts

and only sscured by tape. It
ws. tt'.ur.-.id that they were
removed to be put Into a competition. When found that this
waa not the case, a search was
begun, but without results.
Earlier in second semester,
another painting, also by
Georgia Funderburke, was stolen.
"The strange thing about
theae paintings being stolen is
that we dont normally have
difficulty with theft," states

Freeman. "The problem with
these particular two paintings
being stolen is they were not
signed."
Both students would like to
have their paintings returned.
Ms. Mary Mlntlch, associate of
art, knows how the girls feel
about their stolen artwork.
"Art Is an extension of yourself and when something of
this nature is stolen, it is sn
invasion of the penon."

Garden space available
Garden space la available for Faculty/Staff/Students
St the College Farm.
The College is making available gardening space again
this spring. The Wlnthrop College Cooperative Ministry
will have space plowed and marked, hopefully, by the
1st of May.
Anyone interested should call Bob Porterfield at 3271149. The cost Is $4.00 per space (25' x 25"). Layout of
the garden and its location will be sent upon receipt of
L the $4 XX) fee.
. .

Laii night •/xtee/laif
" • ft'v

Thars., May 1
8:00 p.n.
h Roik Hilh clj lr*t I"'*
Don't uttU I" * 'h'lp imiutht, nor •>* rsfniht

With all its exclusive features, the Minolta XG-7 35mm SLR
gives you much more than point-tocus-shoot automation.
The optional Auto Winder G and Auto Electrollash 200X can
continuously synchronize for automatic flash sequences at
about two pictures a second! A touch of the shutter button
turns on the electronic finder display. There's a flash-ready
signal in the viewfinder. A Hashing elecONLY
tronic self-timer. And over-exposure pre- +4^
M
vention. Come in and see how easy the *
f t O
Minolta XG-7 is to own.

Camera, Craft & Cards

Village Square Shopping Center, 366-3818
ASK FOR YOUR BRUCE JENNER POSTER,
A $2 VALUE, FREE WHEN YOU COME

a*—*—.
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Students excel in art
By ROBIN SHEALY
The Senior Invitational Art
Show In (he Wlnthrop Art
Gallery will be running through
the lait week of the spring
semester, according to Mary
Mintich, associate professor of
art.
The show which is on a
"trial run" has exceeded all
expectations of the Winthrop
art department. The art faculty

selected four students who
exempUn?d.an ability to. think
creatively,^ rhiturity to work
habits, and a sense of responsibility. The. students had one
semester to,putfy>g«thera professional show../Of the four
students- selected,three accepted
the challenge. They were Joy
Robinson, Doris Allen, and
Julie Youso.
The ground rules were for the
show to have unity and Involve

a body of work In one or more
media. In the spirit of professional artists, the three studenU
each developed their own concept and then did a series of
artwork to explore the idea.
Joy Robinson, advised by
David
Freeman and Paul
Marty ka, did a series of work
involving drawing and sculpting. One of her more interesting pieces is a sculpture <>f
mall tree trunks utilizing hand-

Summer construction scheduled
would occur to meet the needs
•of small children. "We will
Exterior construction work renovate the bathrooms for
for the Winthrop College Project children's use, and also make
for the Handicapped will con- observation rooms available."
tinue Into the early fall semester, according to Steve Warren,
Other Interior projects that
assistant to the President.
will be completed for the han"The sidewalks should be dicapped are the renovation of
completed by late Ar.gu»t or restrooms In the buildings, the
the first of September. We will lowering of water fountains,
also be renovating the interior and the adding of new sides to
of Withers auditorium this elevators. Warren cited all elesummer in order to move the vators on campus as needing
offices of Education from the repairs to meet the needs of the
firstfloorof Withers.
handicapped students.
"The Human Development
Center will move from McLaurin in order to build a new classWarren said that since Winroom and office building for the
School of Education. This how- throp was a state supported
ever, cannot be determined as to college, the funds to renovate
the exact date, but the renova- the campus would come from
tions in Withers will begin this the state. "Since we have to
comply with federal regulasummer to pave the way."
Warren stated that changes tions, there are indirect fedBy DEBBIE WELLS

eral A""15 involved. The state
supplies the necessary funds
for renovation, but they may
receive revenue from the federal government. Therefore, Winthrop doesn't receive federal
money directly, but we do get
the funds."
Work around campus will
continue on, almost indefinitely. The completion of the sidewalks will be in the early Call,
followed by the new building for
the School of Education, which
probably will not see a construction date until the following
summer.

The construction and the
renovation is not only for the
good of the school, but for the
good of the students.

made paper.
Doris Alien, advised by Paul
Marty Ka, graduated from Winthrop in December, but remained in the area so she could produce the show. Her ana of
art involves drawing and print
making. The general theme of
this art involves the look of
fabric while, !n fact, she uses
no doth fabric as such. She
oho manages to do an extremely intricate paper weaving technique.
Julie Youso, advised by Mary
Mintich, worked In the area of

fibers. She used primarily relief
and three-dimensional fiber
forms in her artwork.
Mintich believes the show has
accomplished exactly what it Is
supposed to do. "The show
makes the transition from the
classroom situation to the professional manner of viewing
things. In Uie future, the show
will involve more students, but
will remain an invitational
honor," exdalms Mintich.
The show will move In
Augurt to the main gallery of
the York County museum.

One more chance
By ROBIN SHEALY
The roof area of Richardson is off limits to sunbathers, due to
abused privileges, according to Cynthia Cassens, associate dean
of students.
Richardson residents have been restricted from sunbathing
on thi roof while Wofford residents are allowed on their roof to
sunba'he. The reason for the restriction wss the abused privileges
of urtag ihe roof while it was a sunbathing area.
Early in the tall semester, a few male students made a game of
throwing water balloons, bottles, and fire extinguishers off of the
roof. Another rearon behind the roof closure Is, for some
unknown reason, the males choose to lurk on the edges of the
building, which is dangerous for obvious reasons.
"It Is not everyone's fault. A few students have ruined It for
the others,'' Dean Cassens exdalms.
There are a few male students who refuse to be barred from
the roof as they have broken through the barriers once again.
The males will be given another chance to sunbathe on the
roof of Richardson when the fall semester opens. However, if the
same series of events occurs again, the roof will be closed once
more.

Flame ktet' Steak.
Off To All Winthrop
Students With Valid I.D.
WE ARE OFFERINGTHESE DAILY SUPER SPECIALS THRU MAY 10
THURSDAY:
NO. ?. NOS
. & N0. U
SUNDAY:
Candlelight Dinner $ 1 5 9
only $ 1 5 9 .
No. 7 Steak on a stick with mushroom gravy
No. 8 Thin sliced broiled sirloin steak

MONDAY:

No. 7 Steak on a stick w/mushroom gravy
No. 3 Thin sliced broiled sirloin steak
No. 14 % lb. fresh chopped sirloin w/mushroom
gravy

No. !2 % lb. fresh chopped

sirloin $ 1 5 9

TUESDAY:

FRIDAY I SATURDAY:

No. 3 Super sirloin tips $2.19
(with peppers & onions or mushroom gravy)

WEDNESDAY:

No. 5 broiled super top sirloin $4.79
No. 9 broiled sirloin strip $5.69 "

No. 12 J4 lb. fresh

chopped sirloin $ 1 5 9

-All steaks served with baked potato or fries and Texas toast-

-

Opea Snday-Tlmrsday 11-10, Friday « * Soferday 11-11
2531 Unay Rd. Rock Ml
•T-C

U

T 332.
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71M last week of the semester h a quickly crept up again. For
. I dan a y , thoughts haw already leaped Into the afterschool plana, p a t tomorrow'* final project and Thursday** Anal
It happen* m y mmnta. A select poop of students let
school work back up throughout the semester only to come to
the realization toward the flnai weeks that they are behind.
Others doing well In their daaas a n tempted to lower their
standards to just p t by, riding on the better grade* they made at
the beginning of the semester.
Of course, the cutest option for thoee behind is to just forget
about the count and take an Incomplete.
"Some students who an not doing well decide it'll hopeless
and just give up," said Dr. Edward Gnettler, professor of math
and chairman of the math department. "They would rather put
their time into another data that they fed they might have a
better chance of passing."
Other professors agree.
"It happens In a m y class once in a while," said Dr. Rondeau
Garvin Laffttte, professor of psychology and chairman of the
psychology department. "Sometime* you have to let one thing
go to work on something d a . "
Many of these incompletes a n obviously unavoidable, but
others could be helped. It seems that putting a little extra effort
in toward the end of the semester would ave time and money. I
certainly wouldn't want to give up 3/4 a semester's work and
$100 by dropping out of d a a toward the end of the term.
B t also easy for students who have been making good grades
to dip into a rut with the Ilea they've worked hard and deserve
a break.
"It's definitely been a problem in most of the classes in this
department,'* said Birdsall Vlault, professor of History and Chairman of the History and Geography department. Some students
get into the habit of not going to d a a and don't get the material
they need," Vault said. These people do badly on the test and
end up not doing well in the d a a .
"There is also an increasing coarctation between those who cut
a lot and those who get low grades," Vlault added.
Thought needs to be given to bow much just the last week's
work can affect a grade in many classes. In those classes where 3
or 4 tests a n given each remoter, the find test could easily make
a difference in your letter grade for the course. Many professors
also tend to decide border-line grades by whether the student's
grades have improved or not during the semester.
It ail boBs down to this week making a greater difference in
our grades than we may realize. Applying ourselves to our courses
in these And days of dasses will prove rewarding to those on
schedule and those behind.

The last word

Ellen McDowell

The spring semester is fast
drawing to an end, and with its
last days comes this semester*
last iaue of The Johnsonian,
and, consequently, my l a t
contributing edltorV column.
Looking beck over what I've
produced tor you to read, I
And that I havent been extremely consistent in subject or style.
I've done humorous pieces,
bow-to and adf-help pieces,
persond pipe and personal
opinion pieces. But dways, my
aim h a been to produce something Interesting to read for
you people out then in Wlnthrop Irad. The main thing
I've learned from this weekly
writing experience is that no
matter where the writer's source
materid coma from, it Is always his imagination which he
must rely on to produce something worth his reader's time.
So whether this h a always been
an enjoyable experience (truthfully, It's been fun somklmes
and it's been blood, sweat and
tears sometimes) it's taught me
something
valuable
about
writing for an audience. Anyway, I hope you've enjoyed
reading my column this semester, and perhaps you learned
something from it, too.
But of course, every one's
mind is turned toward the
summer now. We a n di tired of
going to d a a , camping out in
the library, typing research papen and projects In the dark
hours of the night, and burning

the prowrtiial midnight oil on
the nights before exams. We're
all ready for V+Katton! Days
and days of sUn. surf and and,
with nights out dandng or
partying with friends. And of
course, we deserve it! We've
worked for it! But what about
when we've all blown our last
dime on beer, Bid our days at
the beach motel an up?
time to pack up the car and go
borne to either a summer job,
or summer school or maybe just
to a long, lazy summer by the
backyard pool. Now, somewhere down the line, that job,
or that summer dass or even
that pool is going to get pretty
BORING. And we Ye dl going to
start looking for something
Interesting to do outside of our
normal everyday activities. For
those of you who see this
coming, I've thought up some
things to do over your summer
vacation which might hdp
dispel the doldrums.
1. Plant a vegetable garden,
and not only provide you.self
with luscious, fresh, home-grown
regies, but ave yourself or
your mom and dad some
pennies.
2. Read a few of those
dassics from your school reading list, (you know, the ones
you read the Cliff notes for in
tenth grade) and then dedde
whether those old-fogies really
did hare something important
to a y .
3. Buy a cookbook chock
full of recipes f~im exotic

foreign countries and try out a
few of them. You might And a
brand-new favorite.
4. Take out > rainy weekend to refinlsh your mom's
cabinets, or dean dad's workshop. They'd probably appreciate the thought AND the
work.
5. Write some poetry, or
read some. Either way you can
widen your literary horizons.
6. Gather a few of the neighborhood kick, and take them
on an outing to a nearby state
park. Roast hot dogs and marshmdiows, and treat them to a
no-cone. The kids will lore
their outing, and their moms
will ADORE VOU!
7. Try out a new hobby or
sport. Your toed library has
tots of books with lots of new
ideas.
8. Go dropping and buy a
new Ml wardrobe for the upcoming days at Wlnthrop.
9. Or do something for all
those friends who an victims
of the summer doldrums, too,
and throw a bash with music,
food and drink at a bvorite
spot on the lake or at the
beach. You. might try this one at
the end of the summer, and see
if H helps to dispel the blues
over having to return to college
days!
Whatever you dedde to do to
relieve your midsummer boredom, have a good time doing
it! And have a good time the
rest of the summer, too!
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Wlnthrop had an unexpected visitor Tuesday. A 30-foot sailplane w a forced to land In the field
acrr rs from the college lake at 6 pjn.
Peter Coin, a pilot from Atlanta, w a completing the lat leg of the Southeast Regional Soaring
Championship in Chester, S.C., when the wind current dropped and his glider began to lose dtitude.
He aimed for the chimneys at Rock Hill Printing and Finishing to gain dtitude from the risins heat
but after dropping to 1,000 feet, be realized he wasnt going to make it.
*
So Coira eaaed the craft to a smooth landing with a captivated audience of sunb.thera and softball players. (Photo by Tim Hart is)
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Nuke I r a n
.
"We're not going to jutt kill
the HUM, we're going to me
their brains to grease the treads
of our tanks. My God, I actually
pity the poor s.oi.'i the enemy
sends against u s . . . . "
General Patton, 1942
Nobody b really satisfied
with President Carter's response
to this ungodly, humiliating Iran
crisis.
I wonder what some of the
great leaders of American history would have done If it had
happened in their time? Would
they have let the hostages sit
over there for six months?
General Patton would have
kicked the Iranian's asses back
Into the Middle Ages, where
they belong.
General McArthur would
have done the same thing, If
they'd have let him.
•Give 'em Hell' Harry Truman
would have dropped the big one
in the Ayatollah's back yard,
like he did to the Nips In 1945.

Teddy, Roosevelt would hare
had toft Kougfi' Riders shipped
over InUnediitely, to teach the
MMnk'llMlOB.

.

NTioii woyH have used it as
an excuse tp Invade Cambodia.
In the old days before Vietnam, Uncle-Sam sent our boys
anywhere Qiey were needed,not
only to protect our own
Interests, but to protect people who dldnt even want our
protection, as well. Now it
seems like our leadership would
think twice before they sent
troops to protect Wyoming.
Mass murder and cult leader
Chariee Manson, now cooling his
heels in the big house for the
Infamous
Helter
Skelter
murders, was recently Interviewed, and he commented on the
Iranian situation.
Manson says that he would
like the opportunity to meet
with the Ayatollah Rudollah

Bruce McDaniel

VS. My sincere and heartfelt appreciation goes out to all
of my readers. Special thanks to
Sula Smith and Bonnie Jerdan,
The Johnsonian editors, who
have made It' possible for me to
present this editorial soapbox
for the past two years.
My wishes for continued
success to TJ and all my comrades therein in the coming
year. Ye who have read my
column have my gratitude, and
those of you who never read
it, well...
I wont hold it against you.
THIS TIME. •

Carter's budget cuts student aid
CPS & STAFF REPORTS
President Carter's newlyproposed balanced federal budget may cut as much as $50 off
the amount of financial aid each
student receives next year, while
drastically reducing help to
colleges trying to remove architectural barriers for handicapped
students.
The budget, introduced In
March as a means of combating
Inflation, proposes giving the
Basic Educational Opportunity
Grant (BEOG) program $140
million less than what President
Carter had proposed in January,
when he submitted his first
budget to Congress.
Steve Lelfrnan, lobbyist for
the Coalition of Independent
College and University St idents
(usually 'referred to as COPUS),
estimates the cuts, if approved,
would mean that every student
with BEOG aid will get $50
less next year, although tuition
on most campuses will be going
up.
Congress still must approve
the president* new budget, but
Lelfman expects it to approve
the BEOG cut because "Congress is so screwed up."
"Hie environment in Washington is very peculiar," he
said. "People want a balanced
budget, but not at the expense
of their own programs."
If the cuts are approved,
total BEOG funding for the
1981 fiscal year would be reduced to $2.16 billion, approximately the level of fiscal 1979.
"When you look at the number," Lelfman said, "it doesnt
look like much of a cut. But
when you figure In an 18 to 20
percent inflation rate. It becomes a substantial cut."
At the UJS. Office of Education, news of the cuU was met
warily.
"We feel the reduction can
be accomplished without disrupting the current application
:B

student financial aid.
Wlnthrop* Financial Aid
office has not received any information about cuts In next
year's Basic Grants, according
to Barbara Delorey, staff assistant. Cuts are possible if the
budget is approved, even in
applications already being processed.
Approximately 1200 Wlnthrop students received BEOG
aid this year.
"Overall, one out of every
six students receives some form
of financial aid," COPUS' Lelfman said. "We've launched a
major campaign to stave off the
budget cuts. But the most
effective way to stop this is
through the people who benefit
bom the programs." Leifman
hopes for a grassroots protest
against the cuts.

What are your summer plans?

Khomeini and try to persuade
him that it was In his country's
best Interest to release die
hostages. If this approach failed:
"I'd just turn Iran Into a
parking lot," Charlie said,
emphasizing his patriotism by
noting that "I'm all for the
country."
Maybe Carter will take his
advice soon.

Carter* new budget also asks
Congress to lop $25 million off
the amount previously set aside
for renovations designed to
make campuses more accessible
for handicapped students.

photos and copy by
NANCY RITTER

"I was offered an acting job
at a summer stock company In
Kentucky. The play is called
WILDERNESS ROAD by Paul
Green. It's about the civil war
in Kentucky. I'm real excited."
Kathy Bishop-sophomore

"This summer IH be attend
ling the ASPA (American
• Society for Personnel Admin
llstratlon) regional conference ai
• Myrtle Beech. Then 111 attend
Ithe national ASPA convention
• in Salt Lake City, Utah to
I accept the national outstandi n g student award and the WlnIthrop student chapter superior
I merit award."
Richard Archer,
graduate student

Title VII of the 1973 Rehabilitation Act demands that
campuses remove architectural
barriers for handicapped students. A recent U.S. Dept. of
Health, Education and Welfare
study estimated it would cost
$561 million for colleges to
meet the June 2,1980 deadline
for complying with the federal
regulations.
Winthrop's renovation, which
is in progress, will not be affected by the federal cut. Over one
million dollars has already been
approved by the State Legislature.

"Play in as many table
tennis tournaments as I can
ITien I'm going to try and go to
England for a table tennis
training camp."
Elliott Worthy,sophomore

Letter to the editor
The advisor to THE JOHNSONIAN tikes this opportunity
to thank the editors, Bonnie
Jerdan, Dennis Meyers, Kelly
Gordon, Penny Therrell and
David Jackson for guiding the
newspaper to a banner year.
Not to overlook the contributing editors and other vital

positions filled this year by a
sincere hard working staff.
Being advisor to this staff
was enjoyable and as frustration free as a newspaper can
get.
My thanks,
Bristow

"My band is recording an
Ialbum in Bermuda. We have
1 three out now in England. Next
(month we are doing a movie
•about Dracula with »ngs from
(our group. Just something for
Ifun."
Robert Wolford, freshman

ATTENTION:
SGA REFRIGERATOR RENTERS

"I'm planning to travel
Michigan, Florida, and maybe
Seattle. I may go home
Lebanon or I may go to summer
school here."
Zouhelr Hamade, junior

SGA will be collecting refrigerators today, Monday,
April 28, from 7.00-8:00 in the Roddey Basement. Any
student not returning their refrigerators will lose their
deposit and be charged for a new unit. Deposits will be
mailed this week. For Information call ext. 2179 or 8276929.
S5KS5SS>>.«-:
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Ed Elrahal knows his French
By FRAN STARNES
Sitting at the controls in his
sealed off room surrounded by
cassette tapes, he looks like a
wheelin' and deal In', smooth
talking DJ.
He could even be a disco
DJ, but he's not. He's Ed
Elrahal, foreign language lab
assistant.
Students who study a foreign
language and go to the foreign
language lab to listen to French
or Spanish tapes know him well.
Several lab assistants aid the
foreign language students, but
because Ed has lived in France
and speaks fluent French, he is
normally found asking French
students, "Now what tape would
you like to listen to?"
Ed, a rising senior computer
science major, has worlced In the
lab since the beginning of the
1979-80 school term.
"The lab is for the students,"
Ed says. "People come here to
listen to foreign language cassettes so that they will know
how to pronounce it (a foreign
language)."
Ed says that they also show
French Alms about the people
and lifestyles in France.
"Learning the language," he
says, "is all right, but a little
bit of the cultural background
is always a help."
"Sometimes we give dictation
from the console because there
are some things that are not in
the book, but the students need
them. TTiey cant do them in
their foreign language class, so
we do them in the lab."
Ed says the lab is no longer a
part of a student's foreign language d a s .
,
"Now the students have their

own cassettes and make their
own French recordings.
'Then they come to me. I
listen to the tapes of each
student. If they are having problems, I tell them what the
problem Is."
Ed thinks H Is a good idea to
let • students make their own
recordings.
"It gives them a chance to
listen to themselves and to
learn exactly how to pronounce
the words. Last year we tried it
with a couple of students to see
if it would work. It worked fine.
So this semester weVi doing it
for everyone. Even Germans
(students) are doing it," he
laughs.

me and makes a mistake, I'm
going to stop him and say, 'Hey,
wait a minute. This is wrong. . .
You say it this way.' And Iln
going to tell him how to say the
word. I'm not going to grade
him.
"I have been speaking French
for 12 or 15 years, and I assume
I can be of some help to somebody."
Although Ed Is from Syria,
his parents and several of his 7
sisters and 2 brothers still
live in Lebanon. He has been
In the United States for fifteen
weeks now.
"This is the longest period
I've ever been a.vay from home,
so Fm thinking about going

"foreign language is not easy"
Ed says that he and the
other lab assistants are trying to
make the lab more important
than it used to be. At one time
students only came to listen to a
tape and then leave. Now,
"it* for somebody to come
here to listen, to participate,
and to answer questions."
"After all," he says, " a
foreign language is noi that
easy, especially when somebody
has been speaking English all his
life then has to learn to speak
French. So it requires a lot of
work on their part and it's up
to us to help them. The lab is
not like a dass. If somebody
comes here and makes a mistake
in his reading, he's not going to
get a bad grade.
"If somebody is readir.? for

home to visit this summer."
Ed says that when he first
came to Winthrop he liked it.
"It's kind of quiet and the
people here are friendly. And
it's a nice place to study. There
isnt much to do, you know,
except study." He laughs.
"When I finish here, I'm
not planning to stop on a BS,
I'm not planning to stop on a
Master's either. I'm hoping for
a PhD. I hope to get the most
out of my education."

News briefs
Alumni Weekend held
More than 600 Winthrop College alumni were expected
to attend Alumni Weekend activities held on campus April
25 and 26.
Alumni Weekend is an annual event honoring the first
year graduates, and those graduates with five-year multiples
reunions. This year the dass of 1930, known as the
"Golden Giris", were celebrating their 50th anniversary.
Winthrop College, now co-educational, was established
in 1886 and has more than 45,000 living alumni. More
than two-thirds of those alumni live in North and South
Carolina, but alumni as far away as Puerto Rico and California were to travel to the Alumni weekend.

Founder's Day celebrated
Sigma Sigma Sigma sorority celebrated Its Founder's
Day on April 20. the 82nd birthday of the national chapter, according to Susan Jones, Public Information director
for Winthrop's Delta Pi chapter.
The Sunday recognition was also a first birthday for the
chapter, one of the youngest sororities on campus. "We
knew that all over the U.S. other chapters were celebrating
their founder's day ao and that was special to all of us,"
said Jones.
Activities for the weekend began with the Delta pledge
dass Initiation and catered supper on Friday. Saturday
the sorority held a pig roast at the Winthrop Shack along
with Sigma Phi Epsilon, Tri Slg's brother fraternity. Sunday the Founder's Day Drop-in was held in Johnson Hall
for invited parents, alumni and administration. Hie ceremony was presented by graduating seniors: Deborah
Herring, Beverly Boney, Tammy Finiey and Beth McElrath. Sharon Port and Laura Ann Stoudenmire were responsible for coordinating and arranging the various activities for the weekend, according to Jones.

ENERGY.
We can't
afford to
waste it.

James Parrish*8
Ftowerland

Campus papers most highly rated
By BONNIE JERDAN
College students receive news
and entertainment from college
newspapers mcce than from any
other medium, according to an
artide in VARIETY newspaper,
April 16,1980.
A survey of VS. college students found that 79% read their
college newspaper regularly. The
artide's source is areportrecently completed by Beldin
Associates for CASS Student
Advertising, Inc., Evanston, 111.,
and published in a study titled
"The College Market/Profile of
Students as Consumers."
From (he survey results,
CASS concludes: "1) Eiedronic .
media arc not an effect way to_
reach college students," since'
40% dont watch any television,
55% watch less than an hour a
day, 20% listen to less than &
half hour of radio a day, and
57% listen to less than two
hours.
"2) A better way to reach
the college market is through
print media. 3) the most efficient vehide to buy is the
college newspaper . . . (which is)
4) . . . also the most effective
medium for the market."
A high percentage of students called college newspapers
the most honest and credible
medium, while 8% afforded that
j . j b ^ t o . f K H o »ad

The survey also covered
movie attendance and stereo
ownership. It found that 21% of
college students in the U.S. go to
motion pictures once every two
weeks, while 32% attend one a
month. Nearly all see one or two
a year.
Students owning stereos
make up 70% of the total U.S.
college student population. 47%

buy 10 or mote records or prerecorded U[*a a year. Of those
who own stereos, 3% own
stereos that cost less than
$100, 12% between $100-199,
15% between $200-299, 13%
between $300-399, 10% between $400499, and 40% own
stereos that cost over $500.7%
were unsure or dldnt know.
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BEGIN YOUR OWN EXCITING BUSINESS
IN PHOTOGRAPHY
FULL TIME OR PART TIME. OPERATE A VERY
REWARDING, PROFITABLE BUSINESS WITH
YOUR OWN CAMERA
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Spinners, Tommy James to perform at Carowinds
CHARLOTTE,
N-C.-The
Paladhun amphitheater it Carowinds theme park will present
the Spinners In concert on
Saturday, May 3 and Tommy
James on Saturday, May 10.
Park officials stated that each
artist w u l d perform shows at 3
and 8 p.m.
The Spinners began perfonnin the mid-fifties as the
H jmingos, changing to the
Spinners in 1957. Today they
maintain equal popularity as a
rhythm & blues and pop
group.
Early Spinners hits Include
"That's What Girls Are Made
For," "Sweet Thing" and ttsir

first grid single "It's A Shame."
Later hits by the Spinners
Include -'IH Be Around,"
"Could It Be I'm Falling In
Love," "One Of A Kind (Love
Affair)," "Rubberband Man"
and "Then Came You" which
they recorded with Oionne
Warwick.
Recent efforts by the
S,Dinners include "If You Wanna
Do A Dance (All Night),"
"Are You Ready For Love"
and "Working My Way Back
To You" which has been on the
Billboard charts for five months
retching as high at number two.

When Tommy James performs in the Paladium on
Saturday, May 10, he will
bring with him 20 years of
performing experience which
has culminated with his recent
hit "ingle "Three Times In
Love."
As the lead ringer for Tommy
Janes and the Shondells, James
was roted the country's "Top
Mile Artist" by Billbctrd Magszinc In 1967. By 1969 James
had sold approximately thirty
million singles and nine million
albums worldwide with hits such
as "Hanky Panky," "Mony,
Mony," "I Think We're Alone
Now," "C.Htin' Together,"

"Crystal Blue Persuasion" and
"Crimson and Clover."
In the early seventies James
embarked on a solo career and
scored with hits such as
"Draggin' The line" and "I'm
Comin' Home."
Admission to the Spinners or
the Tommy James concerts is S2
In addition to the Carowinds
general admission cost.
Other concerts scheduled for
the Carowinds Paladium In 1°80
indude May 17-Toto; May 23Molly Hatchet; May 24-Rupert
Holmes; May 31 and June 1 The Drifters, Hie Prophets,
Chairman of the Board and
The Embers (June 1 oiiiy); June
22-Tom Petty & Hie Heart-

breaker); July 5 and 6-Jan and
Dean; July 12-Jimmy Buffet
with Livingston Taylor; July 13Kool & The Gang; July 19 and
20-Kris Kristofferson; July 27Hie Oak Ridge Boys; Aug. 16
and 17-KC Ci The Sunshine
Band with feri De Sario; and
Aug. 31-Eddie Rabbitt.
Additional concerts will be
announced at a later date.
The Paladium schedule is subject to change.
Carowinds, located on 1-77
at the North Carolina/South
Carolina border 10 miles south
of Charlotte, is now open on
weekends. The 73-acre theme
park will open daily (Closed
Fridays) on June 7.

Security suffers
identity crisis
By ROBIN SHEALY

The well-known pop/soul band The Spinners will dance their way onto the Paladium stage at Carwinds on Saturday, May 3 for shows at 3 and 8 pjn. The Spinners have been performing concerts
and recording hit records since the 1950's. Hits by the Spinners include "Games People Play,
••Rubberband Man," "And Then Came You" and their most recent hit 'Working My Way Back To
You."
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

This article is for those of
you unenlightened students who
believe that Winthrop employs
security guards for your protection. The name of the area below McBryde Hall is called Security, but alas ye of sheltered
intellect, the men and women
who work within those walls and
on our campus arc public safety
officers or policemen, if you
choose.
These men and women have
gone through the required ten
weeks at the Police Academy
just the same as any other
law enforcement officer.
The problem our policemen
suffer from occurred when students decided to change the
"Police Station" to a less threatening sounding Security office.
While many students are blind to
the fact that our police officers
have full arrest and investigative

powers, there are those other
few students who can tell you
that Winthrop police officers
don't fool around.
How many of you think that
once you are off Winthrop
grounds, you are no susceptible
to arrest by one of our officers?
The truth is that Winthrop
police officers have statewide
authority to police power as
long as the incident pertains
to Winthrop College. A students
failure to stop for a Winthrop
policeman's blue light outside
the campus grounds could result
in that student being subjected
to a $500 fine.
You see, the Winthrop police
men and women have full police
authority and that's not to be
taken lightly. Sure, they are
still the ones who take the time
out to drive a student with a
bummed leg across campus, but
their authority can be as strong
as a case demands.

Winthrop Appreciation Day
THURSDAY, MAY 1

FREE Beer Bust At 5:00
Champagne At Midnight
Other Specials All Night Long
Don't forget the last
'Ladies' Lock-Up' -

Wednesday Night.

^^Bookworm
Wa ii Beet* Mali 328-1707 M
IHI'.lHIilMHtlHlltl'
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Some final reflections
of a memorable year
By DAVID JACKSON
As I get dnser and closer to my graduation, I hive done a lot
of reflecting upon my feallnp and attitudes regarding Winthrop
athletics.
In vrittig thb. my last column, I feel a lot Ilka Dustln Hoffman did when ne (.ccepted hU Academy Award a few weeks ago.
He made the statement that "I am up here with mixed feellnpin the past, I haw been very critical of the Academy and not
without reason."
I have similarly mixed feelings. In the past,within these sports
pages asd particularly this column, I have been critical of the
teams and the athletic department.
In my persona] life, I have been very critical of the teams and
certain actions of this athletic department.
At different times of the year, I have been accused of being
a racist, sexist, cynical, hypercritical, Incompetent, etc.
However, I would just like to say two thlnp. First of all, I
have never made a criticism or comment without what I felt to
be reasonable justification.
Secondly, if I didn't give a damn I wouldn't have said anything
at all.
But, if I upset anyone with my comments during the past
three years (and particularly during this past year at Winthrop),
I'm sorry.
The Winthrop College athletic department has made stunning
strides during the past three years. The achievements of most all
the teams have provided memories for which everyone can be
proud.
However, I would urge all jf Winthrop's coaches and athletes
to retA.-nber that these are strictly memories. You would do well
to remember ihe expression "today's new.-, is yesterday's trash."
Although the baseball team's record victory over South
Carolina was truly phenomenal, It doesn't mean a thing If they
fall In next weekend^ district tournament.
Even though the soccer tecm's district championship Is a
memory which I and many others will treasure forever, it will
not help against the opponents who Une up against them next
fall. That district championship plaque will not save one goal,
nor make one save.
In other words, don't rest on your laurels--they will never
hold you up.
While you should always holtfa special place In the back of
your mind for the memories of your accomplishments, all of
your attention should be entirely focused upon the future.
As I have observed this Infant athletic program for the past
three yean, I have noticed a rather distuibing tendency by some
people to take both themselves and Winthrop athletics too
seriously.
In my opinion, such people are suffering from delusions of
grandeur.
Very, very few of the athletes who will ever play for Winthrop
will be able to make a living in athletics. For most of our athletes,
sports at Winthrop are an important sidelight of their college
life.
In the case of athletes on scholarship, Winthrop sports are a
way of providing a good education at a reduced price. I fervently
hope that such athletes take full advantage of the opportunity
by studying hard and preparing for life beyond the glories of
the Winthrop playing fields.
Hey let's face It: with 50 of our countrymen held in a foreign
country gainst their will for over 170 days, inflation raging
near 18%, and an impending presidential election between two
candidates who seem way out of touch with the American
people, the statistical athletic accomplishments of Winthrop
College (or any other school jfor,]$at matter) just don't mean a
whole heDuvalot.
^ ,
.
What does matter is the pe<-">le Involved with their various
athletic teams. Like such other co".ege activities as studies and
dorm living, Winthrop sports are a way in which these people
prepare for their future life.
Hopefully, through the lessons of team play and the interaction with their teammates and players from opposing team, the
athletes at Winthrop are readying themselves to a*ume positions of real 'esdershlp In a world whose future does not look too
bright at the preaent Ume.
In coudmlon, I would like to thank til of the coaches,
pJayetJ, fcns and others worts ted with the Winthrop athletic
department for the past three yaars throutfi both the happhwas
'cad sadness which year exploits tad attitudes have brought ma,
I think (hope) I have become a better person.
iwtuM iljiar'i r-j. '{lit. bus q.
. ojyti!oH. Intowr.iHor enjifid :bun llta
S a*»|

Baseball team loses two;
ranked sixth in nation
By JOSEPH BRENNAN
This past week, the Winthrop
College baseball team lost more
games than it has all season.
They dropped two games, thus
"lowering" their record to 25-3.
The week began on Tuesday,
April 15, with a7-5 victory over
Nawbeny, the Eagles' 16th win
in a row. However, the next
day, they lost a 4-2 district game
against USC-Alken. Following a
3-0 victory over UNC-Chariotte
on Thursday, the Eagles traveled
to Coastal Carolina on Saturday and lost another important
district game, 2-0.
The next Sunday and Monday, Winthrop's bats got hot
again and they captured a 10-3
rematch victory over USC-Alken
and a 9-8 win over Furman.
Despite the earlier two losses,
Winthrop continued to move up
ir. the national NA1A poll. The
Eagles are now rated the nation1,
sixth best NAIA baseball team.
In the 7-5 win over Newberry, Winthrop fell behind 1-0
when the Indians scored In the
second Inning. In the sixth Inning, heads up base running
gave Winthrop two runs.
With the bases loaded and
one out, Eddie Eargle hit the
ball to the Newberry shortstop
who tried to turn a double play
which would end the Inning. The
attempt was unsuccessful and, in
the process, Eagle runners scored
bom second and third to give
Winthrop a 2-1 lead.
The Eagles scored four runs
in the seventh to stake eventual
winning pitcher Buddy Thompson to a 6-1 lead. But in the
eighth, Thompson's arm stiffened and Coach Horace Turbeville
brought In reliever Jamie Holt.
When Newberry hit Holt hard
and dosed the Eagles' margin.
Bob Steer was brought in to
get the last four Newberry outs
of the game and preserve the
7-5 win.
The next d y, Winthrop
traveled to USC-Alken and lost

A. P.

4-2. The defeat was not a complete surprise to Turbeville. "As
long as I have been In coaching,
there la a time In the season
when the oats become quiet
and you have to struggle to
win,"he said.
Hie Eagles had six hits In
the game and two of them came
in the ninth Lining when it was
too late. Pitcher Bob Steer
suffered his first loss of the
seoton in the Aiken game.
Eagle bats continued to be
quiet the next day against UNCChariotte. However, Jamie Holt
shut out the 49ers on five hits to
pick up his sixth win agaltst
no iosses.
The Esgles got Holt n e only
run he needed in Ihe second
Inning. Brian Brangi walked and
then stole second. Tommy Nagel
then singled him home to give
WC a 1-0 lead. The Eagles
score'] one run In both the
« o " . d and seventh Innings to
seal the victory.
After a day of rest, Winthrop traveled to Coastal Carolina on Saturday, April 19, and
lost 2-0.
A great defensive play kept
the Eagles from scoring in the
fourth inning. The Coastal third
baseman made a diving catch
of a Kenny Adams liner with
the bases loaded and two out.
Buddy Thompson was the
loser for the first time this
season.
The Eagles bounced back the
next day and captured a 10-3
revenge victory over USC-Alken.
Winthrop started the scoring
in the second inning with three
runs. They then scored one in
the fourth and put the game
out of reach with five runs In
the sixth Inning.
The t i g hit" of the game
was a bases loaded double by
Steve Klrby, who had four
RBI's on the day. Tommy
Nagel had three hits In the
game, including two triples.

Danny Poole also had three
hits.
The USC-Alken win was particularly sweet for pitcher Bob
Steer because he felt like Wednesday's loss to the Pacers was
his fault (although, In fact, he
had pitched a fine game).
Steer was even better last
Sunday. He had a no-hitter
through six Innings and collected his eighth win of the year
against one ioa. '
Against Furman last Monday, Winthrop had to rally from
2 6-2 deficit after four innings
to dalm a 9-8, theli 25th of
the season.
The victory had a sad note a
Tommy Nagel was held hitiess,
thus ending his 19-game hitting
streak.
However, many of
Winthrop's other batters picked
up the slack.
Winthrop began their rally
in the fifth inning when Steve
Kirby hit a two-run homer to
left field. Don Skorup% RBI
single that same inning cut the
Paladin lead to 6-5.
Winthrop took the lead for
good in the seventh inning.
With men on second and third,
Furman third baseman Bob
Roma threw Brian Brand's
grounder into the dugout,
scoring both Winthrop runners
and giving the Eagles a 7-6 lead.
Winthrop scored two insurance runs in the ninth to grab
a 9-6 lead. Those turned out to
be awfully Important scores as
Furman rallied with two runs of
their own in the bottom of the
ninth.
to Pegler, pitching in relief
of starter Todd Lewis, picked up
the first victory of his collegiate
career. Jamie Holt picked up
the same.
This afternoon, at 3 o'dock
out at the farm, the Eagles will
play Erskine In their last regular
season game. This weekend, they
will participate in 'he District
6 tournament.
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Women9s tennis
finishes fifth in state
By GAYLE YOUNG

Donna Luwk returns a i r m against S.C. State. (Photo by
A. P. Copley)

The women's tennis team
finished 5th in the SCAIAW
tournament,
according
to
Coach Ann Chambers.
"We didn't finish as well as
we wanted to, but considering
that we did without our number one player, I thought we had
an outstanding performance,"
said Chambers.
The team had three gbls to
reach the semi-finals.- Robin
Litaker, Winthrop"! number 4
player, was challenged by Abby
Kennedy from Furman in a
three hour match. "The rallies
were tremendously long. Robin
lost the first set, 6-0, won the
second set in a tiebreaker, 7-6,
and then lost the third set in
In another tiebreaker, 7-6.
"Even though Robin ended
up losing, she had a lot of concentration and steadiness. St
was by far her best match of
the season. This was a tremendous way to end her college
career,"
added
Chambers.
(Robin will graduate in May.)
A t e wini ing was Julie Wingard and Cindy Roof, who were
playing girls from College of

Charleston and Furman, respectively.
It just to happens that all
three gbts will not be returning
to the team next year. Cindy
Roof Is transferring next semester, and Julie Wingard will be
unable to play because of practice teaching. "We ate definitely
going to miss these glrta," said
Chambers.
The bun ended up with a
5-6 record. The team did have to
cancel four matches to rain
that could not be rescheduled.
•This could have made our record better, but we just had a
very tough schedule this year. I
think this will certainly enable

us to be stronger next year,"
commented Chambers.
The team forfeited the number one Sight in the tournament
and substituted for the doubles
matches. The number three
doubles, Robin Litikar and Julie
Wingard, did very well in the
tournament. They defeated
Lander College 10-1 in a pro set
to win the consolation bracket.
"All in all, this has been a
fairly good season and I'm
looking forward to next year.
I would like to extend my
thanks to the sports staff at
The Johnsonian for their
coverage of women's tennis.
The girls really appreciated it,"
ended Chambers.

Men's tennis ends;
achieves best record ever
By GAYLE YOUNG
The ment tennis ended up
with a 13-6 record, which is the

In the state tournament last
best record Winthrop has ever
compiled according to Coach week, all of the players made it
Gerald Hendrick.
to the quarterfinals. Presbyterian won the tournament with
Coastal Carolini coming in
second.
"In the point system that
the tournament is set up on,
if you drop a couple of matches, you're out of it. For example, Limestone was predicted
to win the state, but ended up
coming in fourth," said Hendrick.
'Ted Cox did a good job at
the tournament. He beat a
strong Erskine player 6-3,6-1,"
commented Hendrick.
"Also, Ted and Jeff Lyda
played Eddie Gayon and Lester .
Herbert in the quarter-finals.
Eddie and Lester ended up
winning th» natch, but Ted
and Jeff played one of the
best matches Winthrop has
ever played in the tournament,"
added Hendrick.
The team is in the NAIA
district 6, which according to
Hendrick, "is probably the
toughest NAIA district in the
nation, as far 8S team to team
competition. Nobody dominates
this district."
As for next year, Hendrick
has already recruited 6 players. "I'm really looking forward to next year. The new
players are really going to
be strong, and none of my top
six players will be graduating,"
said Hendrick.
"I think this year was a good
start for the tennis program at
Winthrop, and hopefully, next

fytogrtvaoJi (Bltetaby i foP
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David Johnson is preparing to return a shot against S. C
State. (Photo by A. P. Copley)

WC soflball splits with
Francis Marion, Limestone

By GAYLE YOUNG
Mozingo.
Elaine had 3 hits, and Julie,
The women's oftball team Paula, and Denise had 1 hit.
split games with Francis Marion
"Cassandra Barnes had a
and Limestone last week,ending good game in right field. She
their season with a 14-7 record.
made a big double play in the
The team played Francis game," said Mozingo.
Marion twice last week, both
The second game was lost
times playing double headers. In 11-0.
the first confrontation with
Against Limestone, the team
Francis Marion, the Eagles lost lost the first game 16-4 and won
by one point both games, the second game 8-4.
Christine Sherman was the pit"Christine was the winning
cher in both games.
pitcher," said Mozingo. "The
Winthrop was hitting, good first game, nobody played good,
in this game. Julie Vandiver They used their best last pitchhad 3 RBIV, Paula Kirkland- er in the second game. Our
had 3 hits; Starla' McCoilum, problem is we cannot hit a slow
Robin Camlin, Elaine Baker, pitch."
and Denise Scallef"6lid 2
Cassandra, Elaine,
Robin,
hits a piece in this game. Lou and Christine had 2 hits apiece.
Ellen Beckham had 1 hit. The
As for next year, Mozingo
final score was 8-7, Francis will be losing several important
Marion.
players. "Ill lose all of my
In the second game, Robin pitchers. IT also lose Denise,
Camlin hit a triple, and Staria who has been a real good playand Lou Ellen had 2 hits er. She alternated between
apiece.
catcher and first baseman. Elaine
At the second meeting with has been a strong second baseFrancis Marion, at home, man. Paula has been powerful
Winthrop was able to split at third base," said Mozingo.
games.
All of these players will be
"We won the first game graduating.
3-0. The
played perfect
"We've had a lot of team
Softball. They had no errors spirit and hard work this seaand only let Frands Marion'"son.^ftihvbeen-a'fsod uear,"
[
I •. gets 2 hits," said coach Elaine commented Mozingo.
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She demands a lot of herself
She said tint there- wen a lot
of advantage* to living on
campus.
'I'm not so dependent on my
parents now because it solved
the transportation problem (to
and bom school) for me. I get
more exposure now to the students and teachers, and I feel
-more a part of Wlnthrop nowthat I'm not just a commuting
student.... I think It's a great
experience for any handicapped
person."
If Wllma b determined to do
something, shell probably do it.
Her Wends said she had to always have everything just right.
Hey said they wouldn't want
to change her In any way, except to maybe "rip her mouth

shut" because Wllma loves to
talk.
Wllma said she planned to go
to graduate school and hoped to
one day own a van so she
wouldn't "break other people's
btclu."

She has a little movement
in her left arm and none In
her right arm, but she <s also
determined to learn to write.
"Even if it's just my name."
She never likes to say that she
has "accepted" her disability.
"It* a reality just to be cbie
to take it one day at a time and
adjust to whatever I find In
Ufc."
She said that as long as she
believed In a God, she would be
able to adjust to anything.

Need a place to live?
Wilma Kirk needs a roommate for the coming fail semester.
Room and board is free, and theresponsibilitiesthat come with
living with WDma are minimum. "I dont expect anybody to
pay," says Wiluia, 'because they're doing me a service."
If you would like to be Wiima's roommate, or know somebody who would like to, you can get In touch with her by calling 323-4756. Or coi'act the Winthrop Human Development
Center at: 323-2244.
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Miss Purple and Gold pageant held
By CYNTHIA J. WILSON and
RUBY J. McILWAIN
There v u an anticipated
silence in the Johnson Auditorium audience u they awaited
the announcement of Mix
Purple & Gold 1980, by MC
Claude Williams. Reigning queen
Barbara Perry, presently an
Anderson County school teacher, gave up her crown to sophomore Connie Harrison of
Orangeburg. Harrison will receive a one hundred dollar
scholarship from the Omega Psl

the most money.
"It was just a great exper"I'm moro nervous now than ience getting to know the girls
and
participating," said senior
I was before. . . ,"said Harrison,
a Family and Childhood De- Gwen Allen, second runner-up.
There was a mistake made
velopment major.
In the Congeniality Award presentation during the Miss Purple
First mnner-up was Regina & Gold Pageant held April 19,
Myers, a member of the Alpha according to Dale Jordan, presiKappa Alpha Sorority, from dent of the Omega Psi Phi
Lancaster. Myers, a junior Fraternity. Although the award
Business Administration major, was presented to Angela
also was named Miss Que Williamson,
a
sophomore,
Support, which is a Utlu given Business/Marketing
major,
to the contestant who raises Laurie Samuel, afreshmanfrom
Phi Fraternity.

New York, was the actual
winner. Samuel, who did a
dramatic reading as her talen!
In the contest, will be awarded
a trophy today by the Psi Kappa
Chapter of Omega Psi Phi
Fraternity In the Thomson
Cafeteria.
•It was a really worthwhile
experience," said Vaierie Rice, a
junior Business major and also a
member of the Alpha Kappa
Alpha Sorority.
Members of the Omega Chapter at Wlnthrop agreed that this
year's pageant was an improve-

ment over last. The chapter
especially acknowledges Juanlta
Foster and Vlckey Samuel for
their help and harf work in the
pageant.
This year's thema for the Miss
Purple & Gold Pageant, 1980
was:
If we will cultivate the
Intellect,
the will and the soul, we wOl
bring forth kindness,
joy, peace, love,reverencefor
God, consideration
for others and thoughtfulness
for womanhood.

Model UN guest-Mr. Wang Fu-Sheng
By CYNTHIA DENNIS
Mr. Wang Fu-Sheng, first
secretary of the permanent
mission of the People's Republic of China, visited Winthrop's
Model UN. Sheng has been a
foreign ambassador to the
United Nations in New York
for twenty yean.
Although Sheng hat visited
many colleges and universities,
this was his first time coming to
Wlnthrop. Sheng said that the
Model UN promotes the interest and understanding of
various countries and he found
that "the people are very informed and know much about
his country's position."
Sheng said that China is a
developing country and that
their country has dedication and

courage. He said that their
foreign policy is a policy cf
peace and that China wants to
be friends with other countries
and support them because they
believe that peace loving countries should unite.
Sheng said that he feels that
China and the U.S. should unite
because both countries together
make up a large part of the
world's population. He also feels
that they should unite with
other peace loving countries
despite differences of social
systems.
According to Sheng, China's
basic philosophy is "serving the
people-not only Chinese, but
the world." He feels that contributions to the welfare of
human beings toward people
should be madr.

"China has become a very
powerful country," Sheng said.
They've developed economical
and political standings with
over 160 nations in the world.
China has made efforts in safeguarding world peace and establishing international world order.
"We have friends all over the
world ."Sheng said.
According to Sheng, China
supports the United States'
efforts in reference to summer
Olympics. Sheng also said that
he feeis that the Iranian takeover of the Americans at the
embassy should be settled by
peaceful negotiations and that
the United States should continue to negotiate.

Dinkins
Student
Union

End-of-the-Y ear
Disco
Barbara Taylor of WWDM, Sumter
Tltersday, May 1
Place: ATS Admission: WCID - $1 Guest
Come Early!

i

By PENNY THERRELL

Touched by love or lust?
In the course of the weekend rush this week, I had the chance
to take in two new movies. Not only was I Impressed by the
plots, 1 was also impressed by the contrast in ideals. In "Touched
By Love" and "Chapter Two" there seems to be the idea of love
expressed in two different ways.
Nell Simon's "Chapter Two" is the heartwarming story of a
widower and a divorcee who fall in love. When I say in love not
only do 1 mean that they wanted each other sexually, I also
mean that they thought they wanted to many and live together
happily ever after. The pitfall of the movie is that once the
couple marries they lose their magic.
While "Chapter Two" is a beautiful story it seems to mislead
you into thinking that love has a great deal to do with lust.
With the later problems in the movl- you discover that love has
more to it than that and it is something you have to work at.
In any case the movie shows love in tfie selfish aspect. Hie kind
of love that you find when one persiih Wsnts another. This Is by
no means a bad concept, It is in fact very natural to want a
companion. The only complaint 1 have is that it Is a bit old hat.
•Touched By Love" on the other hand ft the true story of a
girl who goes to the mountains to help children with birth defects. She concerns herself with one child in particular, who she
spends time with. They go on walks, learn to trust each other
and even share the little girl's love for a famous singer. The movie
was moving, realistic and to sat the least, refreshing.
In a time when almost every movie you go to see is about
either sex or the lack of it, it is refreshing to see that there is a
little love and concern left in the world to pay to see.
Think about it. You pay three dollars to go see someone lust
after someone else, get hurt by someone else and go back for
more. You leav£ the movie at the most complimenting the technical director. In almost every show you go to the underlying
theme is lust. Some people may enjoy .this concept but I can
hardly see the merit in it.
While I felt that "Chapter Two" was a well directed, emotionally plotted movie; I w®>jred with the idea of everything
developing out of la* .-The tfrgf time the two stars hopped in
bed together I wasrtumetfTW! I thought surely there must be
some other way to cgptuiaitHt attention of the public and make a
great movie withouLfiin#i|*»* glmfaick.
•Touched By L ^ J U f c t t , Wit onty was It weJ directed and
beautifully filmed, it cajaitoitoe attention of the audience with
the idea of a solid love thatHied.nothing to do with lust. It was a
love that reached out to people In need. It gave Instead of
wanting for itself. It made you want to go out and help someone
else Instead of making you' want to go out and hop into bed with
the first person you see.
In a time when the majority of our wortd functions on the
idea of selfish aex, 1 commend someone who can still see pleasure
in the little things in life. More than thai \ commend a producer
who Is willing to take a chance and offer the audience another
view of love, one that we seldom see anymore.
"Chaptar Two" is a well-done movje that shows you what that
sida of lov* It like. R shows lust,love, and life with your favorite
lover. You leave the movie feeling that this must be the way life
is. "Touched By Love" is an event that lets you feel like there is
more to the world than sex, sin and problems. When you leave
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